CHAPTER IS
The Baby's Clothes
Stitches of Love. What is more fascinating than getting
these little things ready? We know baby is coming; mother is
being properly looked after and advised, and little by little as
she has time and inclination she can plan and prepare, that every-
thing may be in readiness when baby arrives. Naturally, the
first thing to consider is baby's clothes, for the little tad must
have something to wear. And what a delight it is to plan these
tiny things. With the same intense interest and pleasure with
which we look over the maiden's hope chest or the bride's trous-
seau, do we survey baby's layette when it is at last complete.
The lovely, exquisite things, so soft and dainty,—the little
shirts, the stockings, the darling bootees, the tiny shoes, the
petticoats, the embroidered dresses, nightgowns, kimonos, the
fluffy knitted jackets of daintiest hue, the bonnets, the silken
coat. Everything, from the pile of softest diapers to downy
blankets, quilts, and bassinet, breathes a fragrant anticipation
of the baby to come, and evidences a wealth of love and welcome
from mother dear and hosts of anticipating friends.
But, after all, so much work,—loving work though it is,—
so much time, and often so much money, for the baby who would
be quite as happy, quite as content, with more simple, plainer,
and often fewer things! Just so he is comfortable and clean
that is all he cares; and, after all, a clean, plain baby is just
as sweet and lovely, even to the casual eye, as the beruffled and
beribboned one. We are coming to realize that time is such a
valuable thing that there may be far more important tasks
than that of embroidering a tiny slip, work of art though it may
be, If one can have the essentials and the embroidery too, it is,
of course, all right. Let those who can and wish, have all these
delightsome things for baby; but how about the tired mother
who, loving her wee one quite as much as any, has heart and
hands full with work for others just as precious, and little time
and money to spend on anything save the needful things ?
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